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fake shoes: preexistence is someone who will have to do?! Where fake shoes come from? Fujian, Putian more, Dongguan is also
part of. Where to buy fake shoes? Footwear wholesale market, the network (Alibaba, Taobao and so on) pieces of shoes can be
imitated to what many skill really shoes? According to the well-known shoe circle of people revealed that at least 75%, because
Nike's unique material and details of counterfeit goods haven't overcome it carefully or can see see. Who made fake shoes this
demand? - shoes market unpopular, do a pair of high fidelity fake shoes also 100-200 quick cost but can sell thousands, in the face
of such huge profits, fake business resist? Not every customer can distinguish the shoes of the true and false, and some people have
to buy fake shoes out of vanity is the needs of the market demand, so there are fake shoes was born, this is a huge volume of fake
shoes into the market. & nbsp; 

if you don't want to buy the real price of shoes, but also did not sell around AJ Nike store, it is necessary to pay attention to buy points
of non official channels of the following: & nbsp; 

points to buy non official channelsToo much 
1. than fried price: 

is much cheaper than the market price speculation? Cheats you sale in recent years AirJordan limited shoes, monopoly in the sale
within two days basically sold out, then will immediately put on the shoe dealer in the way of selling, the price increase of more than
100-300 at least. The following is the last two shoe market price comparison: & nbsp; 

Air Jordan 14 "thunder" men's hair price 1399 yuan, GS fried price 1469 yuan, 839 yuan market GS to 1028 yuan & nbsp; 

Air JordaloAir jordan 11 low "Concord" men's hair price 1149 yuan, GS for 839 yuan market speculation price of 2049 yuan to 1350
yuan, GS.
Two pairs of shoes for the recent hot 
contrast, is a pair of thunder, a pair of black and white is AJ11LOW. Thunder color should be very expensive in color, Air Jordan 4
has been able to quote, but the AJ14 thunder volume is too large, although AJ14 is a pair of good shoes in combat, but the
collocation party eyes, certainly not enough other generation shoes good collocation, large volume, but everyone needs less, the
price will not go up, speculation increase between 100-200 and Air; Jordan 11 LOW black and white is everyone's food, both old and
new Air Jordan fans have an affinity for AJ11, Concord and AJ11 have the color is the ultimate Fetish very expensive (think about it
more than 1626.com search aj11) love, love, AJ11c>

The 
stamp above the blue word about our 
ohThe silver bullet struck 
! AirMax 97 
will be available Chinese DistrictThis is not only the 
Air Max Air Max is a family of 30th anniversary, 97 shoes 20th anniversary! After the Nike Air Max 97 QS "Silver Bullet" silver bullet
color in overseas sale, will finally officially come China District, ushered in the official website of the Nike sale! The snow under the
package, Air Max 97 classic lines more visual damage, domineering full control Air Max air pad lining, is absolutely the best choice
to the streets suction eye! 

men will be landing Nike number (Chinese website in April 1st, priced at $1199 RMB. 

AJ3 QS "Katrina" November sale! 

has 29 year old Air Jordan 3 in the next year will usher in the 30th anniversary year of the Daqing! Before rumors of black or white
cement cement color will be engraved and return, the more determined the color is available before the Air Jordan 3 QS Katrina".
The color scheme with similar white cement, red dotted with fresh details, more dynamic, more dazzling effect. Before the auction
only in hurricane Katerina in a charity event is not commercially available, the sale for the first time, the good performance of color
values, natural popularity is a high degree of concern about quality! 

will be officially on sale in November, there is no specific date, number: 
release date: November; 
two Nike high popularity of new products instantly sold out! 
This week, atmos x Nike Air 
Max 1 "Elephant Print" and Nike Air Foamposite Pro "Silver Age" is now on sale two pairs of high popularity of new products. 

before this pair of liquid silver bubble in the market price of 2000 yuan, because the Nike Swoo SH and as rumors said does not
paint, so there will be a rise in space. 
This pair of 



joint Air Max 1 from the earliest 1500 pre-sale, now has risen to 2000 yuan, it seems that this pair of classic Air Max 1 crack design
different general popularity.
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